
 
Dear ABC    ji: 

                       Welcome back! 

 

 

                       It would be a pleasure for us to be 

able to help you with your query. We have tried to 

address your query at priority along with BONUSEs 

to help you. 

 

 

Your Query: 

 

astrozing.com@gmail.com 

To: 

pankajdhar@yahoo.com 

 

Jun 27 at 3:22 PM 

 

ServiceName 

Prashna  Report!  

<br> 

email id  

axyz@gmail.com 

may 7  1979  = 5+7+26=41 =5 = sun/mercury 

Monday born 

 

mailto:axyz@gmail.com


           6 

8:40 kanpur 

 

Month of birth 

4 

dob 

17 

year of birth 

1987 

time of birth 

15.5 

first name 

abc 

middle name 

 

last name 

xyz 

minutes of birth 

40 

hour of birth 

15 

place of birth 

Kanpur uttar Pradesh 

country 

India 

myTextBox value is = 

Can I start my coming this year. 

myTextBox1(additional) value is = 

4:00 ,kanpur uttar Pradesh 

Prashna Numbers  value is = 

3721 

Month of birth1 

 



Your  Horoscope above & Your  Prashna 

Horoscope Details: 
 

 

 
 

Prashna Numbers  value is = 

3721 = 13/4- rahu and sun 

 

 



 
 

Scientific Analysis 



i) Your basic life scope & destiny 

analysis(BONUS) 

 

 You are courageous and have pioneering spirit 

due to Leo or sun 

 You may also have good taste for doing things in 

a new way or invest matters- TV/radio or 

computers could interest you greatly due to ketu 

effects 

 You may work with secret methods or 

investigate matters and also be intuitive due to 

ketu effects. 

 You could be proud, confident and famous 

 You could have good health and be vibrant 

 You could be helpful to friends and family 

 You could be fond of family- but a few biological 

children 

Also 

 You have creative intelligence and love for 

drama- due to Venus and you should develop 

this more 

 You have leadership skills and could be self 

employed 

 You may love to travel can be a wanderer 

 You also have a poetic/artistic and musical 

nature in your personality- develop this more. 

 You could have sweet speech, generosity and 

beauty 

 You could also  have mystical nature and 

teaching skill 

 You could have a disturbed mind and fond of 

sex( just an indication and may not be true , 

due top ketu Venus effects) 



 What does your natal Horoscope 

Say(BONUS)? 

 

 Your run rahu-ketu in the coming period till 

may 2019 

 

 Rahu is at 18 degrees close to lagna degrees in 

the 5th, so any risk taking methods need to be 

carefully evaluates 

 

 Moon has the blessing of Jupiter, that is exalted 

and promises good  name and fame in general , 

but is close to rahu and also in transit rahu is in 

cancer- so public image and family and high risk 

maters need some basic care. 

 

 Rahu impacts Saturn the career lord or actions. 

 

 So matters could get delayed due to ketu , 

health needs care and so does family now. 

 

 So company could start- but not a great 

time to do so- obstacles and issues could 

come up, or you may want to move slow 

and increase energy after May 2019. 

 

 So though by October 2018, you may get fair 

support from high-up with whom you work or 

clients or investors, but beyond that health and 

family needs care, yes some growth is there but 

also more of obstacles. S0 2019 would make 

you do it- but after handling the issues as 

mentioned. Note your Jupiter would get into 8th 



bhava in transit by that time and is 4th from 

moon. 

 

 Let us look at your prashna chart 

 

 

 

 What does your prashna horoscope say? 

 

 

 Special BONUS details for you 

You run ketu maha dasa 

 KET 00/00/00- not good 

 VEN 24/ 7/18 - venus close to rahu and 

mercury, both malefic but strong aspect of 

angry mars, mars rules 2nd bhava of wealth and 

status so represents your investors But issues 

due to rahu(obstacles could be there) and 

mercury the 12th lord losses/expenditure  

 SUN 30/11/18= sun lord of gains and support 

in 9th bhava, just OK, so as we said by October 

you will get some more support from clients etc 

but life would be still a bit tough and proving 

 MON 30/ 6/19= moon has malefic energy of 

rahu/mercury and venus lord of 8th bhava and 

is close to Saturn in 3rd, so doing things could 

be hard - but sure with will power you can 

 MAR 27/11/19- this period after mind of 2019 

gives full support to you :) 

 

 All above calculations and considerations would 

be fine if your d9 or navamsa is correct and 

also that means your birth time is correct. 



Else one could have a look at the birth time 

rectification methods. 

 

 https://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-

report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-

life-naadi-predictions/ 

 

 

 

 What do your numbers say of you? 

 

3721 = 13/4- rahu and sun 

 

Jupiter-ketu-moon-sun = sun and rahu 

 

 So rahu is close to ketu as rahu and ketu work 

together, same as what your dasha says. 

You  have good money support as you see 

Jupiter is the first number, then you have 

ketu impacting the same and followed by 

moon( some slowness) and yes 1= 

success/sun only after practical hard effort 

of 4= rahu. 

 

 Remedies for protection (BONUS). 

 

For your love : 

 White sweets to birds 

 Donate pen pencils/books to poor kids in 

education 

 Hanuman chalisa daily as much as you can 

 Feed birds with banana 

rahu 

https://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-life-naadi-predictions/
https://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-life-naadi-predictions/
https://astrozing.com/birth-time-rectification-report-accurate-divisional-or-varga-charts-past-life-naadi-predictions/


 Donate to old age homes, will help you in your 

mental balance 

 Om Namoha shivaye mantra 108 x as many 

times you can 

Saturn 

 Om namaho shivaye 108 x as many times 

 Donate to poor people 

 

 

We wish you all the best in Life, 

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 

 
 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 

Given Below: 

 

 astrozing.com@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


